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Abstract 

This paper presents a new method for crossover of two 
tree-shape chromosomes in a genetic algorithm to solve 
problems that their populations are a set of tree ADTs1. 
Each tree is a solution of the target problem and in 
training steps we are looking for the best tree. All Trees 
of our population have the same nodes with different 
connections, in other words they are different in their 
topologies. The cross over operates on two parent 
chromosomes and generates two new chromosomes as 
children. Selection of links from parents without any 
methodology will not generate a tree, because of the new 
child would have cycles or consist of separate parts. The 
proposed algorithm for crossover of two trees which is 

called TC  generates two new children from two input 
tree structured-chromosomes. 
 
Keywords: Optimization, Genetic algorithm, Genetic 
Programming, cross over. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Genetic Algorithms are a family of computational models 
inspired by evolution. These algorithms encode a 
potential solution to a specific problem on a simple 
chromosome-like data structure and apply recombination 
operators to these structures so as to preserve critical 
information. Genetic algorithms are often viewed as 
function optimizers, although the range of problems to 
which genetic algorithms have been applied is quite 
broad. 
An implementation of a genetic algorithm begins with a 
population of (typically random) chromosomes. One then 
evaluates these structures and allocates reproductive 
opportunities in such a way that those chromosomes 
which represent a better solution to the target problem are 
given more chances to "reproduce" than those which 
represent poorer solutions. A fitness function is used to 
rank the chromosomes. Finally the one with the best 
fitness value is selected as the problem solution.  
                                                           
1 ADT: Abstract Data Type 

A key issue for designing a genetic algorithm is how to 
represent the solution space. A traditional GA generally 
uses a fixed representation space, which consists of 

binary strings or vectors, called linear chromosome  [1]. 
Linear chromosome is natural for problems defined 
directly over binary strings or vectors. However, for 
problems in which possible solutions are more 
complicated objects, e.g. the Optimal Communication 

Spanning Tree (OCST) problem addressed in  [2] by Yu 
Li  and Youcef Bouch; for which a solution is a tree, a 
linear chromosome may be unnatural or even ineffective. 
Several researchers have felt the importance of 
incorporating domain knowledge into the representation 
of the solution space. Although linear chromosome seems 
too unnatural or even ineffective for incorporating 
domain knowledge into GAs, there is still a continued 
interest to follow this traditional framework of GAs in 
some ways. It is still the case that most of the existing 
theory for genetic algorithms applies either solely or 
primarily to the linear chromosome. In a broader usage of 
the term, a genetic algorithm is any population-based 
model that uses selection and recombination operators to 
generate new sample points in a search space 

 [3], [4], [5], [6]. Many genetic algorithm models have been 
introduced by researchers largely working from an 
experimental perspective. Many of these researchers are 
application oriented and are typically interested in genetic 

algorithms as optimization tools  [5], [6], [7], [8]. 
As mentioned before, in some problems encoding of data 
to a binary string is impossible or it would increase the 
complexity. So in genetic programming (GP) we want to 
generate new population using the existing population 
with the aim of reaching better answers. On the other 
hand most of problems deal with graph theories and use 
tree as a special kind of graph as a suitable data structure 
for modeling and managing data. A tree structure is 
defined as a graph with two special properties: 1) all 
nodes are connected together. 2) There is only one path 
between two nodes.  
According to previous paragraph, it is common that in a 
genetic algorithm, each answer of the problem be a tree, 



means that the data of i'th chromosome is ),( ii EVT = , 

where V defines the position of nodes and Ei
 is the 

adjacent matrix. Now the most important problem is 
answering to the question: how we could crossover two 
trees to attain children which are tree and each one 
inherits it's topology from both parents. 
Different suggestions already exist on how crossover two 
graphs (e.g. TSP), but in later problem there exists a hard 
limitation that the children must be tree. Fig.  1 shows 
two different topologies that are selected for crossover 
operation.  
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Fig.  1 two different topology for connecting 8 nodes 

 
In more cases, selecting some connections from T1 and 
some other from T2 randomly will not result in a tree 
structure. The proposed TC  algorithm which is proposed 

in next section address a method for generating two new 
graph using T1 and T2 which are tree, in other word all 
nodes are connected and there is not cycle in the 
generated graph. 
One of the classical theorems in graphical enumeration is 
Cayleys’s theorem [9]. It states that there are 

2−N
N distinct labeled trees for a complete graph with N 

vertices  [9]. Prüfer provided a constructive proof of 
Cayley’s theorem establishing a one-to-one 
correspondence between such trees and the set of all 
permutation of N-2 digits. This means we can describe 
our tree with N-2 uniquely digits for N vertices. Faghani 

et al. in  [7] named this sequence of digits the Prüfer 
Number. And they supposed a suitable cross over 
algorithm which uses the Prüfer number as a 
chromosome in GA approach. Their solution for cross 
over and mutation is very fast but their encoding 

algorithm needs )( 2
nO  and decoding method needs a 

)( 3
nO time to complete. As we need the tree 

information for assigning the fitness value, it could make 
some trouble for us. 

2. Proposed Crossover Algorithm (CT)  

Suppose that the position of nodes are similar for both 
input trees T1(V,E1), T2(V,E2), where V determines the 
position of N input nodes: 

},...,1|),({ NiyxvV iii ===  and iE  is the adjacent 

matrix of iT . 

Step 1) select the joint node pv , randomly. 

Step 2) delete connections between nodes ),( lk vv  from 

1T  if )AND( p lp k ><  and name the generated 

graph as )',( 11 EVG = .  

Step 3) delete connections between nodes ),( lk vv from 

2T  if )AND( p lp k ><  and name the generated 

graph as )',( 22 EVG = .  

G1, G2 are graphs ensuring that there is no connection 

between left side nodes of pv  and right side nodes. 

Notice that, the left side and right side is determined 
according to the index of nodes not their Euclidian 
positions.  

Step 4) Generate first child ),( 11
c

EVCT =  by 

combining 1G  and 2G , how 
c

E1  inherits the connection 

between nodes pvvv ,...,, 21  from 1G  and connections 

between nodes Npp vvv ,...,, 1+  from 2G . 

Step 5) generate second child ),( 22
c

EVCT =  like 

1CT , but differently 
c

E2  inherits the connection between 

nodes pvvv ,...,, 21  from 2G  and connections between 

nodes Npp vvv ,...,, 1+  from 1G . 

1CT  and 2CT  are jungles, means that they do not have 

any cycle but would have several connected components. 
Following steps try to connect sub connected components 
to attain a tree. Remember that new children must inherit 
their properties from their parents, so random links could 
not be used to make one connected component for each 
child. 

Step 6) complete links of 1CT  using 1T  to have one 

connected component graph with no cycle, or in better 

word, a tree. Similar strategy is applied for 2CT  and 2T . 

The method of combining sub components of 1CT  using 

1T  to attain a tree is discussed in following. 

3. Proposed Complementary algorithm (MT) 

As mentioned in step 6 of proposed CT algorithm, we 
need a methodology for connecting sub connected 
components of the generated child according to its 



parents which is called MT algorithm; the MT name 
came from Make Tree. Before discussion about MT 
algorithm, a simple method for finding visible nodes 
from a defined node (FindVisibleNodes) in a graph is 
presented as follow: 

Input of FindVisibleNodes routine is graph ),( EVG =  

and the node pv . In the beginning the only connected 

node is pv and in steps of algorithm other connected 

nodes will be found. 
Step 1) Define a n-place array named CN that shows 

which node is accessible from node pv . Remark that pv  

is the node which was selected in proposed TC  

algorithm. initialize all elements of connected node array 

)1( NCN ×  by zero, where N is number of nodes, instead of 

CN (p)=1. Because of the node pv  is accessible from 

itself. 
Step 2) for i=1,2,…,N repeat the steps 3 to 5 
Step 3) set recently added nodes to connected nodes list 
and name it NewNodes. The NewNodes list is exactly 
index of elements of CN with value 1. This list 
determines the nodes that were found in sub connected 
graph in last iteration: 
 

) find(CNNewNodes 1===  (1) 

 

Step 4) if NewNodes  is empty, break the loop and go 
to step6. Because it means that in the last iteration no new 

node is added to visible nodes from pv . 

Step 5) for j = elements in NewNodes set: 

1CN(j)CN(j) )b

:),j(ECNCN )a

+=
+=

 (2) 

 
Equation (2)a finds new connected nodes to sub 

connected graph using jv . Whereas there is no cycle 

between nodes in adjacent matrix E, it is not possible that 
a new node be visible from more than one time. And (2)b 
warranties of not reuse of a node more than one time.  
Step 6) elements of CN with values not equal to zero are 

connected to input node pv . 

Step 7) update array CN as follow and return it as the 
output: 
 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=
>

=
0)(0

0)(1
)(

iCN

iCN
iCN  (3) 

 
Fig.  2 depicts how the connected sub graph from a 
certain node is found. 
By the presented ability of finding sub connected graph 
from a node, the MT algorithm which is described further 
is applied to connect separate components of CT jungle 

using parent tree T . 
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(b) 
Initialization: 

           CN=     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
First repeat: 

           NewNodes =     4 
           CN=     1     1     0     2     0     0     0     1 
Second repeat: 

           NewNodes =     1     2     8 
           CN=     2     1     0     3     0     0     0     1 
           CN=     2     2     1     4     0     0     0     1 
           CN=     2     2     1     5     0     0     0     2 
Third repeat: 

           NewNodes =     3 
           CN=     2     3     2     5     0     0     0     2 
Fourth repeat: 

           NewNodes =   Empty matrix: 1-by-0 
Output: 

           CN=     1     1     1     1     0     0     0     1 
(c) 

Fig.  2 a) input topology b) input adjacent matrix and selected 

node index c) steps of finding visible nodes from 4v
 

 
The MT algorithm is as follows: 

Inputs are CT , T and the joint node pv  which is used for 

crossover of CT parents, and output is CT with modified 
adjacent matrix. 
Step 1) until all nodes are not connected together repeat 
the bellow steps: 
Step 2) using proposed FindVisibleNodes algorithm, find 

all nodes which are accessible from pv : 

⎩
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⎧

=

⇒=
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(4) 

 

Steps 3) arrange the disconnected nodes from pv  in 

)1( NDN ×  array: 

 



NiforiCNiDN ,...,2,1    ;  )(1)( =−=  (5) 

 

Step 4) if all nodes are visible from pv  break the loop 

and go to step 8.  

Step 5) find link nmL ,  in adjacent matrix of T (
T

E ) 

between nv  and mv  where nv  is one of disconnected 

nodes and mv  has a path to pv : 

1    )1)(,0)(( 
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(6) 

Step 6) if any connection between disconnected nodes 

and connected ones according
T

E  exists, add the found 
link to CT graph and go to step 2.  

1 ,1  ))(( ,,, ==→ CT

mn

CT

nmnm EELExistsif  (7) 

Otherwise add a link from random selected node from 

disconnected nodes and connect it directly to pv and then 

go to step 2. 

1 ,1  0)(

 

,, ===

=
CT

rp

CT

pr EE ,rCN

e whererandom nodselect r
 (8) 

 

Step 7) end of loop 
Step 8) now CT is a tree and report it as the output of 
algorithm. 
Step 9) End. 

4. Experimental Result 

 

a) 
a) basic tree T1 

 
b) basic tree T2 

 
c) structure of T1 when links 

whom connect the nodes of left 
side of joint node and nodes of 

right side are deleted 

 
d) structure of T2 when links 
whom connect the nodes of 
left side of joint node and 

nodes of right side are deleted 

 
e) basic structure of first child 

 
f) basic structure of first child 

CT1  CT2 

 
g) final structure of first child 

CT1 

 
h) final structure of first child 

CT1 
Fig.  3 steps of crossover two trees and generation of CT1, CT2 

5. Conclusions 

Sometimes encoding the solution space to binary strings 
for designing a genetic algorithm is impossible, and in 
large amount of problems the solution is a tree. To apply 
a Genetic Algorithm for a given encoding model and 
population the most important problem is to determine 
the crossover and mutation operators. Changing two 
nodes connectivity information can be used for mutation 
but for cross over, the algorithm must receive two 
chromosomes from selected population and generate two 
new childes from them; each child should have 
similarities to both its parents. If blindly some links come 
from first parent and other come from second parent, 
certainly the topology of child would not be a tree. In the 
proposed algorithm, two tree structure chromosomes are 
arrived and randomly a joint node is selected from nodes, 
then connection between nodes of left side of joint node 
inherit from first parent and connections between nodes 
of right side of joint node inherit from second parent. 
This action guarantees that no cycle will appear in the 
child structure and the only remained property is 
connectivity. By a simple complementary algorithm links 
of first parent are selected to connect the disconnected 
nodes together. 
The time Complexity of proposed cross over algorithm 
for two trees with n nodes for production of a new child 

is )O(n
3

. In the first step of generation where children 

are generated using the connections of left side of first 
parent and the connections of right side of second parent 

the time complexity is )O(n
2

 ; and the second step 

needs )O(n
3

 for generating a connected tree according 

to the one of its parent connections. The experimental 
results show the acceptable performance of the proposed 
algorithm.  
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